2008 d’ARENBERG
THE FERAL FOX
Review Summary
94 pts - Best of the Best by Variety “Good hue, albeit light; follows in the footsteps of
previous Feral Foxes, with impressive varietal character on both bouquet and palate, the savory
characters in balance with the plum fruit; has a long finish.”
James Halliday
Australian Wine Companion
2011

91 pts “With floral red perfume straight out the glass, and lively raspberry aromas, it makes a

light and an airy impression, quite pure and direct. The palate follows suit with light red fruit
flavor and an easy going ball of fleshy tannin holding through the finish.”
Nick Stock
The Penguin Good Australian Wine Guide 2010

89 pts

“Dark ruby-colored, it reveals a nicely perfumed nose of toasty red fruits followed by a
sweetly-fruited, ripe, Cote de Beaune-like wine. It has excellent varietal character and a bit of
structure ensuring that it can be enjoyed over the next 5-6 years.”
Jay Miller
Robert Parker’s The Wine Advocate
December 2009, Issue #186

88 pts “Medium red, with a hint of orange at the rim. High-pitched aromas of redcurrant and
wild strawberry are complicated by notes of herbs and Asian spices. Spicy red fruit flavors are nicely
concentrated, with zesty spices providing lift. Becomes riper and sweeter with air and finishes with
good cling and a hint of warmth.”
Josh Raynolds
Stephen Tanzer’s International Wine Cellar
July/August 2010
“Light to medium ruby in the glass, this wine has a nose of nose of dried raspberries and well oiled
leather with a very distinctive orange peel quality. In the mouth the wine offers juicy sour cherry
and dried raspberry flavors with an orange peel and cinnamon note on the finish. Good acidity,
but this wine is a little less successful than it could be. Score: between 8 and 8.5.”
Alder Yarrow
Vinography.com
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